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INTRODUCTORY. 

THE term “ Photometric Scale ” is here used to include, in 
reference to photometry, the same kind of collection of constants, 
fixed points, methods, etc., as, in reference to thermometry, go 
to establish and maintain the thermometric or temperature scale. 
Such a scale, rationally based, and adequately specified, is neces- 
sary in any branch of exact science, to insure agreement of results 
among different workers, and to give their results scientific and 
practical value when obtained. 

A complete photometric scale has been established and pub- 
lished by the present writer during the past few years. It involves 
the following factors : 

I. Conditions of observation. 
2. Method of choosing observers. 
3. Relative luminous values of radiant energy of various 

wave-lengths. 
1. The value of the lumen in terms of the watt of luminous 

flux. 
5. Standards of luminous intensity. 
6. Standards of color difference. 
These factors have been interchecked until complete agree- 

ment and consistency have been obtained-an essential procedure 
if photometric methods are to be used in accurate scientific work. 
As the scale now stands it provides complete and practical means 
for the precision measurement of the luminous values of all kinds 
of light sources. 

Since its first publication a number of years have elapsed, in 
which time additional data have been collected, both by the 
writer and by others (notably at the Bureau of Standards), 
which now make it possible to fix the constants of the scale with 
somewhat greater exactness. It is the purpose of the present 
article to gather together in one place all the recommendations 
and data which constitute this scale, bringing them completely 
up to date.* -__._ 

* Communicated by the Author. 
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I. CONDITIONS OF OBSERVATION. 

Since the relative luminosity of the various colors is a con- 
tinuously varying function of brightness and field size, it becomes 
necessary to choose certain conditions as standard conditions of 
measurement. The brightness and field size selected should be 
representative of useful working conditions. The measuring 
method should be a practical one, of as high precision as possible. 

As a result of com.prehensive studies the writer ’ has been 
led to recommend the use of a field brightness of 2.5 milli-lam- 
berts, and a field size of two degrees diameter. This brightness 
is about as high as can be easily handled with the photometric 
standards in ordinary laboratory use, It is, however, at the lower 
limit of modern working illuminations, and considerably below 
normal daylight illuminations. This latter objection is offset by 
the use of the small field, which has the effect of shifting the 
equivalent illumination upward, so that the final condition does 
correspond to modern working illuminations. 

A very great advantage of the choice of these conditions is 
that under them the extremely practical and precise flicker pho- 
tometer yields (at infinitely less trouble) the same results as are 
derived from the less precise method of juxtaposed fields or 
direct comparison.’ 

The complete specifications’ for the conditions of observation 
for precision photometry on the scale under discussion are then: 

A photometric field of two degrees diameter, a field bright- 
ness of 2.5 milli-lamberts. (A) 

The use of the flicker photometer is recommendcd.4 

II.PETHOD OF CHOOSING OBSERVERS. 

No agreement between different laboratories, nor usefu1 
photometric results corresponding to an average eye, can be ob- 
tained without some standardized method of picking observers 
whose color vision is normal or averages normal. The ideal 
method of choosing observers would be to obtain the luminous 
efficiency curve of the spectrum for each member of the labora- 
tory staff, and pick the men to be used by comparison with an 
established average luminous efficiency curve. The labor in- 
volved in such a procedure makes it, however, impracticable for 
general use. 

As an alternative simpler method, the author has proposed 5 
the measurement by each prospective observer of an arbitrary 
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color difference whose value for the average eye has been estab- 
8 lished by numerous observations. Only those observers should 

be used who are normal, or who form a group which averages 
normal. 

The color difference proposed was that furnished by placing 
over a “ h-watt ” carbon lamp two inorganic salt solutions in 
layers one centimetre thick, whose composition was such that the 
absorptions were equal for the average eye. The group to be used 
in any color difference measurement was then such a group that 
their average reading of the two solution transmissions was 
equality. 

The original solutions were worked out on the basis of 
measurements made on 61 observers. At a later date, Crittenden 
and Richtmyer at the Bureau of Standards ’ made measurements 
upon about double this number of observers, and as a result 
found a slight change necessary in the ratio of transmissions. 
This in turn indicated a change of composition in order to give 
two solutions of equal transmission. Making this change in 
composition, the method of choosing observers may now be 
specified as follows : 

Observers for making color difference comparisons shall be 
selecetd by measurements on two test colors. The constitution of 
the YELLOW test color is 

72 grams potassium bichromate to one litre of water. The 
constitution of the BLUE test color is 

57 grams copper sulphate to one litre of water. 
The group of observers, preferably not less than five in num- 

ber, should obtain an azlcrage value of unity for the ratio of the 
transmissions of these test color solutions when used over a “ 4- 
watt ” carbon lamp. (B) 

Details as to the technic of preparing the solutions, the choice 
of tanks, and the temperature coefficients, may be obtained from 
the original publications.‘9 8 

III. RELATIVE LUMINOUS VALUE OF RADIANT ENERGY OF VARIOUS 

WAVE-LENGTHS. 

An essential part of the photometric scale is the relation be- 
tween radiant energy and luminous energy, for all colors, or the 
luminous eficiency curve of the spectrum. Only by an exact 
knowledge of this can light and energy be coijrdinated, and pho- 
tometry become a really precise branch of science. It should be 
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self-evident that the luminous efficiency curve must be obtained 
by the same photometric method as is used in the photometry of 
the integrated luminous fluxes. 

In the scale as published by the writer the luminous efficiency 
curve was arrived at by empirical variation of a curve obtained 
by direct measurement with a limited number of observers. The 

TABLE I. 
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variations were made in the constitution of a “ luminosity curve 

solution ” used with a non-selective radiometer to form a pi-ecision 

physical photometer, and the modified curve was checked by 

measurements on the “ test colors ” and on a large range of black 
body colors, until it gave results completely agreeing with the 
visual method. 
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With the slight change of composition made necessary in the 
test color solutions by the measurements on a larger number of 
observers, a corresponding change was called for in the luminous 
efficiency curve. This was made by an empirical change in the 
composition of the physical photometer solution, and published 
some time since,’ without, however, any figures on the spectral 
character of the change resulting. 

, /J 
J? .45 50 55 .60 65 

Luminous efficiency of the spectrum. 

Dotted line-Physical photometer solution. 
Dashed line-Nutting’s curve as revised. 
Full lim-Calculated from s-term expression. 

There has recently been made, through the courtesy of the 
Bureau of Standards, a precision measurement of the spectral 
transmission of this revised luminous efficiency curve solution. 
This measurement was made by both visual and photo-electric 
spectroradiometry, and is probably considerably more accurate, 
especially at the blue end of the spectrum, than the measure- 
ments made and published on the-earlier solutions. The results 
of this measurement are listed in Table I, and are plotted (dotted 
line) in Fig. I. 
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In comparing this with the earlier curve (which lies further 
toward the red) and with other published curves, the interesting 
fact was discovered that it almost exactly agrees with the one 
obtained by Doctor Nutting some years ago, using substantially 
the photometric method here outlined, although with a random 
group of 21 observers. Nutting’s curve as originally published 
did not prove suitable as tested on the physical photometer,lD but 
it has since been revised as the result of later data on the energy 
distribution of the light source used, and it is this revision which 
(kindly furnished by Doctor Nutting), as shown by the dashed 
curve in Fig. I, is practically coincident with the lately obtained 
luminous efficiency curve solution transmission. The difference 
in the blue is to be decided in favor of Nutting’s curve, since the 
physical photometer tests would be inadequate to detect a defi- 
ciency of this sort. 

The significance of this agreement is that each curve supple- 
ments the other. Nutting’s curve was obtained with a group of 
observers whose characteristics are not known in terms of the 
test colors, so that while its shape and end characteristics are well 
established, its position in the spectrum may be shifted from the 
average of a larger group. On the other hand, the physical 
photometer solution is accurately coordinated with the test colors, 
but its shape and characteristics at the ends of the spectrum 
(particularly the blue) might be only approximately rightI’ 

It has been shown by Kingsbury I2 that the luminous efficiency 
curve of the spectrum may be well represented by a series of 
terms of the form 

Both of the curves under discussion are well represented by a 
three-term expression of this form with constants given below. 
As a consequence the formulation of the relation between the 
luminous values and the energy values of the spectrum may be 
expressed as follows : 

The luminous eficiency curve of the spectrum is given by the 
expression CC> 
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T]le luminous eficiewy curve of the spectrum is UCcWately 

copied for purposes of physical photometry by a solution of 
composition (D) 

cu ~1, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . ..‘. . . 61.25 grams 
Co (NH4)% (S04)2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.5 grams 

K, Cr 04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I.9 grams 

Water to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I liter 

The original paper lo should be consulted for details of the 
technic of the physical photometer. 

IV. TEE VALUE OF THE LUMEN IN TERMS OF TEE WATT OF LU1161I’Jous FLUX. 

The common unit of luminous flux, the lumen, is entirely arbi- 
trary.13 It is related to the watt of luminous flux by a constant, 
commonly called “ the mechanical equivalent of light.” The 
simplest method of obtaining the value of this constant is to 
measure in absolute units the energy transmitted by a luminous 
efficiency curve screen from a light source of known lumen out- 
put. This measurement has been carried through with the origi- 
nal luminous efficiency curve solution, giving a value for the 
lumen of .00160 watts. In order to correct this to the newer 
curve it has only been necessary to obtain the luminosity curve of 
a standard (“ d-watt “) lamp for both curves, which is easily 
done graphically, and measure the relative areas. Carrying 
through this procedure gives as the new figure .oo156. The next 
element of the photometric scale is therefore specified as follows : 

The lumen is equivalent to -00156 wutts of luminous flux. (E) 

V. STANDARDS OF LUMINOUS INTENSITY. 

The question of a primary standard of light assumes some- 
what less importance than has been accorded to it in the past, 
immediately luminous flux is properly analyzed into its physical 
part and its physiological part. The rational unit of luminous 
flux, the watt, is to be maintained by the same standards as those 
employed for the measurement of any form of radiant energy. 
Any light source is giving unit illumination when its radiation 
measured on the far side of a luminous efficiency curve screen is 
of unit value. 

As a matter of convenience, however, it is desirable to have 
certain fixed points or standards, by which the value of the unit 
may be obtained at any time without going through all the steps 
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requisite for its original establishment. In the case of light the 
fixed point presenting the greatest merit is the black body at the 
melting point of platinum. Its exact value is still subject to re- 
finement of determination, but as a result of the most recent 
measurement I4 the following specification may be given : 

As a standard fized point in photometry the brightness of the 
black body at the melting point of platinunf may be adopted as 
58.35 candles per square centimctre. CT;) 

VI. STANDARDS OF COLOR DIFFERENCE. 

In the interest of economy of labor, it is desirable to embody 
the results of measurements carried out under the most elaborate 
standard conditions, in subsidiary standa,rds. In the case of 
color difference photometry the subsidiary standards take the 
form of illuminants of different color, or colored media, whose 
characteristics are reproducible and have been made the subject 
of measurement and specification. 

In order to have such standards to meet all contingencies it 
would obviously be necessary to have sub-standards of an enor- 
mous number of colors, and in the course of time it is, in fact, 
likely that the number of color difference standards prepared for 
use with different illuminants will become quite large. up to 
the present, however, the only standards of this sort that have 
been developed are for the most commonly occurring type of 
color difference in ordinary illuminants, namely, the black ho:ly 
series. 

The set of such standards belonging to the photometric scale 
under discussion consists of a yellow and a blue solution, made 
up in conformity with the suggestion of Professor Fabry, of such 
spectral character of absorption that increasing differences of 
color along the black body scale are met by increased concentra- 
tions.15 The composition of these solutions is given below. The 
transmissions were measured, at the time of the publication of the 
composition, in terms of the group of observers available at that 
time, and it is to be expected that the somewhat altered scale due 
to the greater number of observers now embodied would alter 
the values. As a matter of fact, however, measurements made 
by Crittenden and Richtmyer B on one of these solutions show 
the original calibration to hold even with the larger group of 
observers. This is to be ascribed to the fact that the color tliffer- 
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ences involved are much less than those of the “ test colors,” in 
whose value occurred a difference of only two per cent. Until, 
therefore, more refined measurements dictate a revision of the 
Fabry solution values, these stand as in the original publications. 

They are embodied in the following: 

A yellow absorbing solution for use with color differences of 
the black body type is composed of 

Cobalt ammonium sulphate . ,100 grams 
Potassium dichromate ._ . . . ,733 grams 
Nitric acid (1.05 gr.) . . . . IO C.C. 

Water’to . . . .._..............._.................. 1 liter 

Its transmission in a thickness of one centimetre ox compared 
with clear water is given by the formule, 

log,, T = -o.245 C 0.9-when used over a “ 4 watt ” lamp. 
log,, T =+0.366 C r.05 - when used over a test lamp to bring the 

light to “ 4 watt” color. 
where c is concentration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (G) 

A blue-absorbing solution for use with color diflerences of 
the black body type is composed of 

Nickel ammonium sulphate . . . . . . . . . 50 grams 
Ammonium sulphate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I0 grams 
Ammonia o.go gr. . . . . . . . . 55 C.C. 
Water to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I liter of solution. 

Dilute with water containing IO gr. ammonium sulphate per liter. 

Its transmission in a thickness of one centimetre as compared 
with clear water is gizfen by the formula (H) 

log,, T =-o.s3g C r.03- when used over a “ 4 watt ” lamp. 

Details as to technic, temperature coefficients, etc., are to 
be found in the original publications.‘5* I6 

VII. DISCUSSION. 

The system of photometry which is here. summarized will 
appear to many to be a complicated and difficult one. It is to be 
remembered, however, that complexity is inherent in any com- 
plete scheme for color difference photometry, both because .of 
the nature of color vision in the individual, and because of the 
statistical.element which enters due to the varying characteristics 
between individuals. Considered from this standpoint it is be- 
lieved the system is in reality as simple as an adequate one can be 
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made. It may be emphasized that it is the only complete system 
thus far presented. It is further to be remembered that it is not 
the intention that the complete photometric procedure be gone 
through with every measurement, or in every laboratory. The 
ideal is to use the method for the establishment of secondary 
standards, by means of which all practical photometry is carried 
out with no color differences, leaving the fundamental color dif- 
ference measurements to be made in the standardizing laboratories. 

NOTES. 

‘This paper may be considered as a revision to date of portions of the 
communication “ Proposals Relative to Definitions, Standards and Photo- 
metric Methods,” presented to the Illuminating Engineering Society, May, 1915. 

’ Philosophical Magazine, July, September, November, December, 1912, pp. 
14% 352, 744, 845, 853. 

‘The identity of the results given by the two methods under the couditions 
specified, and on the employment of enough observers to secure a significant 
average from the widely scattering values apt to be obtained in the juxtaposed 
field comparison, is a fact of experiment against which no conflicting evidence 
has been adduced. It has, on the other hand, been confirmed by the work of 
Abney and Watson, and by the extensive study of Richtmyer and Crittenden at 
the Bureau of Standards. It is not claimed by the writer, and never has 
been, that the two methods give the same results under other conditions. It 
was, in fact, his own researches which first showed in what manner and to 
what extent the two methods give different results. It is consequently quite 
beside the point for critics to attempt to discredit the photometric scale under 
discussion.by blanket assertions that “the flicker method” gives results different 
from “the equality of brightness method.” Such criticism is on a par with at- 
atfempting to discredit accurate methods of linear measurement by stating 
that a bar of lead and a bar of platinum measured at o0 are of unequal 
lengths at any other temperature. The necessity for recourse to standard 
comparison conditions, due to the fact that response to varying conditions is 
different in different substances, is not peculiar to heterochromatic photometry. 
A red light and a blue light cannot, from the nature of vision, be equal under 
all conditions, and the choice of comparison conditions after a thorough con- 
sideration of the questions of utility, practicability and convenience, is entirely 
on a par with procedure in other departments of measuring science. 

’ There appears to be prevalent an idea that “ ordinary photometry ” and 
“the conditions of ordinary photometry” stand upon a firm basis, that they 
are sacrosanct, immutable, and in fact give exactly the measurements required 
for the proper evaluation of all light quantities. As a matter of fact there is 
no basis whatever for such a btlief. “ The conditions of ordinary photometry ” 
are to a predominant degree accidental. They have not to this day been 
made the subject of definite specification, and have never, previous to the 
writer’s researches, been studied quantitatively at all with reference to the 
phenomena of color perception. The only requirement for “ ordinary photom- 
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etry ” (which is photometry in which no color diflercnce is present), is the 
use of a sufficient field brightness and size to bring the observations, into the 
region of respectable precision of setting, when the eye is the null radiometer 
employed. The most common conditions (in American practice) are an il- 
lumination of about IO metre candles (near the lower limit of the region of 
good photometric precision), and a field of about 5 degrees diameter. The 
former condition is directly traceable to the candlepower and physical di- 
mensions of the light sources and standards in common use a decade or two 
ago; the latter probably is connected with the size of prism which it was orig- 
inally found practicable to grind to the Lummer-Brodhun form. But neither 
condition is authoritatively specified or generally adhered to. As long as 
there is no color difference present it is unnecessary to hold to narrow con- 
ditions. In fact had the thermopile been as sensitive and as practical in form 
thirty years ago as now, it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that it 
would have been seriously advocated as a photometer, for which purpose it 
would have been entirely suitable, as long as no difference of color existed be- 
tween the light sources under comparison. The error of using “the con& 
,ditions of ordinary photometry ” for colored light comparison is of the same 
nature, even though not as great, as is the use of a thermopile. It is in- 
evitable that when color differences are to be compared a narrower and more 
exact choice of conditions must be made than sufficed formerly. It would have 
been entirely an accident had the “conditions of ordinary photometry” (such 
as they are) been identical with those dictated by a basic study of the hetero- 
chromatic problem. 

It must not be overlooked by those who .display concern for “ ordinary 
photometry ” that the conditions here specified for color difference photom- 
etry yield identical results to “ ordinary photometry ” for the only measure- 
ments for which the latter was ever suited, so that there is nothing’ revolu- 
tionary involved in picking conditions suited to color difference photometry. 
The adoption of definitely specified conditions is a step inseparable from 
the advance of any science. The “ eye of the skilled workman ” has had to 
yield to the pyrometer in heat measurement, and in photometry the “practiced 
observer ” must yield to a well-considered and definitely specified photometric 
procedure. 

‘Tram Illum. Eng. Sot.. x, Ko. 3, 1915. 
EB~ll. Bur. Stds. 14, 87, 1918. 
’ Trans. 111. Eng. SOL. viii, p. 795, 1914; Trans. Ill. Eng. Sot., p. 253, 1915. 
‘The method of measurement, and the method of choosing observers, as 

here specified, are those now in use at the Bureau of Standards. 
‘JOURNAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, July, 1918, p. IZI. 
lo Physical Rev., Nov., 1915, p. 319. 
llTwo other comparatively recent determinations of the luminous et& 

ciency curve of the spectrum are not included for consideration because they 
were not made under the conditions which fix the photometric scale under 
discussion. The extensive investigation of Coblentz (EW. Bzlr. ‘Standards 
303, Sept. 12, 1917, p. 168), although stated to be carried out in accordance with 
the procedure of the present writer, was not, in the vital particular of field 
brightness, which was not over one-quarter that here specified. As a conseL 
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quence the curve obtained_ by him is shifted toward the red. An experimental 
test of Coblentz’s lum.inosity curve solution, based on his determination of 
the luminous efficiency curve, shows an error on the test colors of 41/a per 
cent. (JOURNAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, July, 1918, p. 121). The determination 
by Hyde, Cady and Forsythe (Asfrophysical Jour., Sept., 1918, p. 65) was made 
by the cascade method, which the writer had already shown would give the 
same results as the Picker method under the small field high brightness con- 
ditions specified by him. The investigators quoted, however, carried through 
their work under conditions of brightness and field size (the latter not 
specified) supposed to correspond to “ the conditions of ordinary photometry,” 
which as already pointed out, have no rational basis for use in color difference 
comparisons. As a consequence of their use of these conditions their curve 
is shifted toward the blue, as compared with the one here given. Neither 
Coblentz’s nor Hyde’s curves are coordinated with any accurately speci- 
fied observing conditions nor method of choosing observers. They con- 
stitute isolated elements of photometric scales which are not only incomplete 
but without sound bases for adoption even if supplied with their missing parts. 

I’ Physical Rev., Feb., 1916, p. 161. 
*See JOURNAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Oct., 1915, p. 409. 
I’ JOURNAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, July, 1918, p. 122. 
U Trans. 111. Eng. Sot.. p. 796, 1914; Trans. 111. Eng. Sot., p. 25.3, 1915. 
“The only other color difference standards of a reproducible nature thus 

far published are furnished by the tungsten lamp characteristic equations of 
Middlekauff and Skogland (Bull. Bureau Standards, No. 238,~. 483, Oct., 1914). 
Their validity is conditioned by the uniformity of characteristics from one 
lamp to another, which is hard to guarantee in so complicated a product as 
the modern incandescent lamp. Moreover, the equations a$ published are 
based on photometric measurements carried out under conditions and with 
observers neither of which were the subject of study or selection, or of 
specification. It is understood that a revision of these equations is contem- 
plated, based on photometric determinations made on the scale here described. 

APPENDIX. 

APPLICATION TO THE BLACK BODY. 

THE luminous efficiency curve of the spectrum may be applied 
(due to the possibility of summating luminous radiations) to the 
calculation of the luminous characteristics of any radiation of 
known physical constitution and intensity. The most important 
case is the black body, or complete radiator. Luminous efficiency 
curve equations of the form above given may be combined with 
-the Planck black body energy distribution equation and integrated 
to give the luminous radiation, in ergs or watts of luminous flux. 
From this, upon division by the constant relating the number of 
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watts of luminous flux to the lumen (mechanical equivalent of 
light), the flux, or brightness, may be immediately derived in the 
ordinary units of lumen and candlepower. 

The form and derivation of these equations has been given 
by Kingsbury. l In re-calculating them for the new luminosity 
data here presented several deviations have been made from the 
previous procedure. As given by Kingsbury the constants are all 
worked out numerically, on the basis of a chosen value of the 
black body constant c2, (14370). Experience in being forced to 
recalculate the data to several other temporarily more popular 
values of the constants, or to values which would make possible 
a real comparison of work of different observers, has suggested 
the desirability of stating the equations in such form that the’ 
place of occurrence of all the black body constants shows clearly. 
This, in turn, is but the first step in the search for a mode of 
expressing the luminous flux equations in which the calculations 
once made and tabulated will be independent of any particular 
choice of the black body constants. While the uncertainties in 
the values of these constants are becoming gratifyingly small, 
they still amount to a great deal when translated into terms of 
luminosity ; and the refinements yet to be made in their determi- 
nation will be important factors in their use in luminous flux 
equations. The desired form of the luminous flux equations, 
into which the latest and best values of the constants can be intro- 
duced at any time, is furnished by taking advantage of the fact 
that the two variables, shape of the en&ion curve (determined 
by $) and luminous eficiency (ratio of the light-evaluated to 
the total energy), are connected by definite values which may be 
calculated without assuming definite figures for the black body 
constants. Accordingly the data herewith plotted are values of 
2 (where L is the light-evaluated, R the total radiant energy), 
against 9. 

Expressed in this new form the flux equation as developed by 
Kingsbury becomes 

VQL. 188, No. 1124-17 
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Upon introducing the constants of the luminous efficiency 
curve equation as developed in the body of the paper this equa- 
tion becomes 

.28730 .0070326 

.ooSgg3 ; + I .oor282~ + I 
I304 

\ 
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.5995 
.604 
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Calculated values, using this equation are listed in Table I 
and plotted (in terms of the logarithm of k ), in Fig. I. 

In order to arrive at definite values of luminous flux it is, of 
course, necessary to choose and introduce definite values for the 
black body constants. Thus to obtain L, the luminous flux in 
watts, we use the relation 

L 
L: 0 jj XaT4 

To obtain the normal flux Lo, we use the equation 
Lo _ ; x 5.. 0 

(3) 

(4) 

To transform these results to lumens and candlepower we 
divide by na, the watts of luminous flux in the lumen, thus 

F= (5) 

F,--b= ($)X;; :(6) 
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Some illustrations of the use of these equations are of inter- 
est. Two characteristic ones are furnished by the luminous prop- 
erties of the black body at the melting points of gold and platinum 
respectively : 

Assuming Millikan’s values for the black body constants, we 
have for gold, with its well-established melting point of 1336” K., 

FIG. I. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO II I? 
5% 
T 

Luminous efficiency of the black body. 

the value J-+#= 10.7125 for +. Using this in (2) we obtain 
for g the figure .000000002172. From (4), taking 5.72 x 10“~ 
for cr we obtain for I.,, the value .ooor65g. Dividing this by 
.OOI 56, the value chosen in the body of the paper for m, we finally 
get for the brightness of the black body at this temperature,- 

0.1062 candles per square centimetre. 
The latest determination of this quantity is that of Hoist 
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and VisserS2 Their value is 0.1071. Details of their photo- 
metric method are not at present available, so that the accuracy 
with which it is represented by the luminous efficiency curve here 
chosen is problematical. Furthermore, it is to be noted that the 
calculated brightness varies with enormous rapidity 3 with the 
choice of c2. On the whole, therefore, the agreement of cal- 
culated and observed values to within one per cent. is excellent. 

In the case of platinum, if we take the same black body con- 
stants, together with the latest value for the melting point, namely, 
2037” K., the result for the brightness is 55.9 candles per square 
centimetre. Experimental determinations by the writer 4 gave 
this quantity as 58.35. This leaves a discrepancy of four per 
cent., which, however, is quite as likely to be due to uncertainty 
in the melting point of platinum, and in the value of cz, as in the 
photometric method and calculations. 

It is evident from these calculations, applied in the one case to 
a region where photometric observation is reaching its lower 
limit of feasibility, in the other to a region where exact tem- 
peratures are still in question, that the photometric methods and 
equations are in very practical shape for use. In the form they 
are here presented they will be available for calculations of the 
highest precision immediately the ‘constants of the black body 
are fixed. 

A second quantity of interest in connection with the luminous 
properties of the black body is the equivalent wave-length or the 
wave-length at which the rate of energy emission is varying with 
change of temperature at the same speed as the rate of luminous 
emission changes. (The equivalent wave-length, which applies 
to one temperature, is to be distinguished from the Crova wave- 
length, which is the wave-length to be used in comparing emis- 
sions due to two different temperatures. To a close approxima- 
tion the Crova wave-length is the mean of the equivalent wave- 
lengths.) 

Expressing the equations derived by Kingsbury 1 for the 
equivalent wave-length in terms of the more convenient variables 
$ and i we get 
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* (+) n ++) (F) 4x.OI922 x 

Introducing the numerical values derived from the luminosity 
curve equation, this becomes 

cz 4 () [( r x 
52708 

.008993 g + 1) 2c5 + (.oO;2:2r;+ 1) I365 + 

.049244 1 (8) 

.01064 $? + I 

Values calculated from (8) are given in Table I, and are 
plotted in Fig. 2. 

The plotted values of he lie on a smooth curve, which is rep- 
resented with considerable accuracy by an equation of the form 

Ze=a+b ($) fc ($)2 (9) 
Solving for the constants we find the following numerical equa- 
tion to represent the curve well, 

he = .5402 + .0062 $? - .000074 Jo ( ) 
cz 2 

0 (IO) 

It has been pointed o’ut by Foote 5 that an equation of this 
form may be made the basis of an empirical luminous flux equa- 
tion of comparatively simple form for numerical calculation. In 
order to form such an equation in terms of $. and $ we note 
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that if the luminous radiation is considered as monochromatic we 
may represent it by the expression 

L = C,‘x-5 &- 2 /T (11) 

and $ by the expression 
L 
- = c,‘x-5 - + e ATO‘ 

c2 4 
R - 0 T (12) 

FIG. 2. 

42 
T 

Black body equivalent wave-lengths. 

From this is immediately derived the relation 

_=- 

d F 0 
I 
h +-f- 

0 + 
If now we substitute the complete expression for hG from (IO) 
we get 

d log; 

-=-a+b(;)‘+c($+($ d$ 0 
(14) 

Integrating this we get 
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\’ 2c 

Solving for numerical values this becomes 

+ 4 log p + A 0 

(16) 
log g’= 71.005 log + 4 log $ - 19.6100 

This expression gives results of about one per cent. accuracy, 
and is considerably quicker than (2) to work with. Its deriva- 
tion presupposes the true values known from the direct procedure. 

KOTES TO APPENDIX. 

’ Physical Review, Feb., IgI6, p. 161. 
’ Holst and Visser, K. Akad, Amsterdam, 1918. 
a In the region of the gold point the calculated luminous efficiency changes 

almost exactly I per cent. for each unit in the fourth place of the assumed 
value of c,. The present uncertainty in the value of c, is four or five units in 
this place (14300 to 14350). 

This rapid variation of calculated luminous efficiency with c2 suggests that 
a highly sensitive method of determining this constant lies in the experimental 

determination of 4 for the black body at the well established gold point. L 

could be established photometrically by comparison with a light source of the 
same color as the black body at this temperature, but of sufficient intensity 
to furnish measurable radiation through a luminous efficiency curve filter of 
accurately known transmission. Such a source is at hand in the “4 watt ” car- 
bon lamp in conjunction with a go per cent. concentration “ Fabry ” yellow 
solution. 

4 JOURNAL FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, July, 1918, p. 122. 
a Rz4ll. Bureau Standards. 270, Mar., 1916. 


